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Our last release [https://325.nostate.net/2018/09/15/who-is- [censored] -a-
paralegal-or-an-eco-extremist-mafia-usa] of information about the so-called “Eco-
Extremist Mafia” caused a commotion in the Church of ITS Mexico. Without giving
them the oxygen they require in their parasitic nature on the international anarchist
movement which they need to survive, we release a report and reply to the smears
and idiocy of their position.

Within 12 hours of the doxxing of [censored] being released, the so-called ITS
“Mafia”, who virtually live on the internet now, were so upset they had to describe
the age and dryness of my Vagina! And take responsibility for the “massacre” beating
of an anarcho-punk after a Zapatista rally last December! What is there left to say
either to or about these misogynist, misanthropic, psychopathic high priests of the ITS
death-cult?

Predictable smears from the post-truth ITS, who take responsibility for actions they
have not done, imitating a tactic of IS/Daesh, and now, calling us “cops” who appar-
ently emailed the UK police to inform them that the laughable ‘Archie the Robot’
“Archegonas” is responsible for the ‘Misanthropos Cacoguen’ ITS bomb that was in-
discriminately left in a busy street in Edinburgh, Scotland where young people hang
out and meet each other. Hilarious! And the basis for this? That a mainstream news-
paper reported that cops received the communique (which reads more like a psychotic
meltdown), from a Riseup.net mail server! It is more likely that the ‘Archegonas’ or
another member of the “Eco-Extremist Mafia” did such a stupid act just to cause shit
for Riseup, as they hate it so much, and now print lies against us as befits them. After
years of shit from this idiot ‘Archegonas’, is this all that he and ITS can achieve? No,
their words and texts reveal it all, and we are fucking laughing at the Church of the
ITS Mexico and their choir-boys. That is the tactic of their silly smear, now repeated
by some delusional idiot in Brazil. If that is the extent of their logic, it is no wonder
that they have made the ideological and practical mistakes which have taken them
to the abyss of shit, taking responsibility for minor homicides and planting bombs in
public places with the sole intention of hurting as many people as possible. Eco-fascist
scum.

After almost ten years of threats, smears and attacks, we are fighting back with
some of the means we have, and we will continue to collect and publish information
about the Eco-Extremists; the same as we do with the fascists. This is a known anti-
fascist tactic proven to work, and we are not afraid of any reprisals. This tactic is
an open source method to alert true comrades to the location and identity of their
enemies: Our comrades who have been repeatedly smeared, threatened and harassed
by this cringing little ITS gang. It has nothing to do with the police, we don’t give a
fuck about the police, it is for us. Our comrades are using this tactic to great effect
in UK, Germany, Spain, Australia, Canada, United States, Greece, Italy, Netherlands
and everywhere that there are anarchists of action. Since ITS have always made it
clear that they intend to kill us, that they are not anarchists and their actions and
their ‘philosophy’ are not anarchic, we owe them nothing, nor do we owe their sheep-
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like supporters in America or Europe anything. The Church of ITS is nothing more
than the murderous and mentally disturbed acting-out of any ordinary psychopath to
whom we equally owe no allegiance whatsoever. We are not sure why they think they
can demand any silence from us on the grounds of, what? Comradeship (or not even)?
Criminalism? Don’t make us laugh, the ‘code of the streets’? ‘Moralism’ from those
who don’t believe in anything? As one of our comrades in America wrote to us, “Funny
how the nihilists turn into politicians as soon as another side draws a line in the sand
and says enough is enough”.

The Church of ITS is an opportunistic authority of those that try to throw enough
shit until some of it sticks, the classic tactic of fascists and bosses – “repeat a lie enough
times and it becomes true”, propaganda at its best, written like the liars that they are.
In the typical way of ITS, they try to use the words of other anarchists against us, in this
case the CCF. We cannot and will not speak for our comrades of CCF, but in the quoted
section by this minor ITS Brazil loser, CCF are describing their relationship to those
they have worked with, not those who are already enemies and targets. Information
regarding targets is to be circulated, and ITS are now Eco-fascist targets, having always
eschewed any anarchist solidarity and comradeship. Maybe there was a time in the past
there was some confusion as to the destination of the Church of ITS Mexico and their
choir-boys, but now it is clear and has been for so long. Where are the original comrades
of ITS? Where has the intelligent and articulate writing concerning technology and the
direction of the techno-industrial-society gone? Disappeared in injuries, in arrests, not
made public? Disappeared into hatred, fear and terror? Reduced to the garbage of
blogs and social media? The international anarchist space is much more than this, and
ITS needs conflict and division to feed their project, which has been given a platform
by some of the most irresponsible shit-stirring post-modernist gamers and book-nerds
in Europe and USA.

ITS and their sub-groups are simply vile, abusive performers in their own sick circus
of hate and homicide. If we have the ability to fuck with them and make things difficult
for them, even disrupt or attack them, then we will. Especially their “Eco-Extremist
theorists” like [censored] and co. If it is possible for us to arrange for dozens and
dozens of comrades to travel to Iraq and Syria to fight IS/Daesh, then we can send
a few comrades to Mexico and Brazil. We are not scared, come and try to attack
us, we will obliterate your wee dafties ‘Wildfire Cell’ and ‘Archegonas’. It’s not a
problem for us, they know that they have never even emailed us to arrange a meeting
in all this time. Same goes for the pathetically proud and thin-skinned ‘Maldicion Eco-
Extremista’, what a joke. We have been emailing you, why won’t you meet our people
in Mexico? Is it because your IP address is in Berkeley, San Francisco? The Church of
ITS are nothing but cowards playing games, using the anarchist space for their own
entertainment, just fucking scum who will get hurt and die soon.

[censored], ‘Abe Cabrera’. Now he has problems. Both himself and Guillory, his
partner ,‘removed’ from the website of their employer, and here we publish his address,
as a response to the smears of ITS. This is how your ‘indomitable’ translator and
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“theorist” [censored] ended up. A coward, and his “comrades” all betrayed him in public
and left him for the dogs. That is the “Eco-Extremist Mafia”, the “theorists” who will go
“forward”. The deafening silence from the “eco-extremist theorists” is really revealing
after all the baiting, smears and threats taking place. And for each new provocation
of the Church of ITS we will add the fire to the flames for the Americans and those
we find in Europe. That each threat and attack will be answered.

[censored]
[censored]
[censored]
Telephone: [censored]

[censored]’s house is a $250,000 family home, not in the Latin American “Jungle”
nor the “Ghetto”, nor the “Favelas”. He’s just another poser and fake like the rest of
the “Eco-Extremist Mafia”. As part of our doxxing campaign, let’s look now at the
emails we received from [censored] via the Atassa email account as [censored] tried to
formulate an exit-scam and mitigate the impact we had on his life. These emails reveal
a lot about his character and state of mind, and that of an “Eco-Extremist theorist”…

–
From: Atassa

Date: Sunday, September 16, 2018, 4:21 am
Subject: You Win

While we only have a vague idea of who told you that paralegal guy is the master
mind behind all this, it’s evident that you care about this stuff more than we do. So
you win. We’ve disappeared and you will never hear from us again. We wish you well
in your projects.

–
Yes, [censored] wishes us well. What a cowardly piece of shit. He immediately ceased

his Atassa project and took down every online evidence that Atassa existed, helped
by the pseudo-comrade Aragorn/LBC, who continues to distribute the Atassa book-
journal; hell, everything helps sales, right? [censored], who was translating the ITS
texts, helping ITS/MaldicionEE write texts, make threats and glorifying in the mur-
ders, buckled so quickly. He even sent this next email shortly after, just to beg us a
little more to save his miserable life, here it is.

–
From: Atassa

Date: Sunday, September 16, 2018, 5:12 am
Subject: You Win

Also, in exchange for taking down the supposed doxxing post against Mr. [censored],
we can offer a public retraction of the Atassa project which you can publish on your
site. You can assess whether that retraction is enough to end this whole business. We
are not entirely unsympathetic to your aims and regret any damage that our actions
have caused.

–
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A retraction to “regret any damage that our actions have caused”. I had to re-
peat that, because it is just so beautiful. The Church of ITS Mexico who gave a
long pontification about my old ‘anarcho-cop’ Vagina, and who had so much faith
in [censored], and in his Catholic vivisectionist wife [https://325.nostate.net/2018/09/
16/ [censored] -wife-of-eco-extremist-mafia-is-a-vivisectionist-usa], and this is how he
repaid them. Beautiful. [censored] has no idea how much danger he is in, maybe now
he’s starting to understand. What did the so-called “comrades” of [censored] have to
say about it? Nothing. They dumped him. All of them.

–
From: Ramon Elani

Date: Wednesday, September 19, 7:10 am
Subject: Re: 7

Thank you for sending this to me. I no longer have dealings with this person or his
project.
for the wild
ramon

–
Thanks Ramon, for confirming [censored] was Abe Cabrera, you did the right thing

and it’s good to see that kind of solidarity “eco-extremist theorists” show each other.
–
From: Ramon Elani

Date: Wednesday, September 19, 8:56 am
Subject: Re: Betrayal

yes, i’ve long since regretted my involvement. though i still feel that my essay was
misunderstood.
for the wild
ramon

–
Poor Ramon, he’s so misunderstood. As a co-editor of the ‘Black Seed’ garbage

journal distributed by Aragorn/LBC, which tries to mix green anarchism and eco-
extremism, and insert this toxic poison into the international anarchist ‘movement’,
you are not misunderstood. It was clear in the decision to print the text ‘To the World
Builders’ and it’s inclusion in the ‘The Anarchist Library’ what the position is you all
have taken. Post-modern crap theorising around rape culture and murder, fuck you
and die.

Elani is so “misunderstood” that the shit eco-academic-activist philosophy and cre-
ative writing project ‘Dark Mountain’, has published his new text, where he takes the
opportunity to fully renege; disavowing property destruction, sabotage and attacks. So
much for the “indomitable” Eco-Extremist theorists, what cowards.

–
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From: Armenio Lewis
Date: Sunday, September 22, 2018, 1:46 pm
Subject: Atassa

I dont even know how to really word this so im gonna make this simple.
ALL participants and friendlies around the atassa project have reached out to me
hoping I can, for lack of a better term, alleviate any animosity over the atassaproject.
Abe went off the deep end. What started as theoretical exploration of violence with
no one except abe actually declaring and supporting ITS
Nobody wants beef, I’m just a middle man relaying this.
You can email back, call @ +150********, or completely ignore.
Fuck with abe all you want, he deserves it, but everyone else doesnt.

–
There it is; there is “ALL the participants and friendlies around the Atassa project”,

which we assume includes LBC/Aragorn totally throwing [censored] under the bus
just to save themselves any bother. They must seriously underestimate us to write
such ridiculous shit – Ah, just a “theoretical exploration of violence”. What a fucking
collection of cretins. So much for the claims of the Pope of ITS Mexico about their
“theorists”, these people couldn’t theorise themselves out of a paper bag.

“Eco-Extremism” is an opportunistic trend of parasitism, online fakes and sacred
beliefs, recycling on facebook, twitter and the “altervista” or “wordpress”. Although they
would like you to think that their groups are spreading, instead they are dwindling,
with a few people traveling between countries (or staying put in Mexico!) and believing
in their sacred misanthropic mission. A mission which is expressed as hatred of women,
hatred of anarchy, and ‘humanity’.

What we did find out, was that a few months ago [censored] promoted on his summer
reading list on Atassa Facebook, the book “Iron Gates,” which is a fascist written and
published book that is set in a concentration camp. Part rape fantasy, part pro-Nazi
propaganda. It’s also one of the ‘go-to’ texts promoted by Atomwaffen Divison in the
USA, which is like the American version of National Action (Neo-Nazi group in UK).
A lot of comrades have pointed to a potential cross over between the Eco-Extremist
material and Satanic/Neo-Nazi crap like Atomwaffen who has killed about half a dozen
people in the US.

Yeah, so much for all these “theorists” and ITS “cells” that like to philosophise about
what is and what is not “fascism”, and how dare the ‘anarcho-cops’ call them fascists.

We specifically warn against this EE tendency because of the potential for cross-
overs with the nationalist-autonomous & nationalist-anarchist, neo-nazi and indigenous
pagan “white tribe” eco-fascists who target the dredge of the anarchist scene with their
irrationalist, green authoritarian and runic occult bullshit.

In the last text-threat from ITS Brazil, where they blame the Hambach Forest
defenders for the death of the comrade who fell from the trees, we find the jealousy,
the resentment, the bitterness of those who understand nothing about what it is that
we are fighting for. In all the texts from ITS these past years we find a gross lack of
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understanding of what the anarchist ideas are and what anarchist methods are. Instead
we just find a perverse and fanatic pathology and a weakness, leading to their ongoing
blatant failures and authoritarian outcomes.

The “Eco-Extremist Curse” remains a joke, and for all the lies and smears that come
from their mouths, we will target those that come within our reach.

As one of our comrades remarked “keep on threatening me with the evil-eye, come
on…”

From my vast, old, soul eating Vagina…
L.
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A critique of his ideas & actions.
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